DUELING BANJOS

Begin left foot

Part A
1 Clog
1 DSRS, Brush-Up, Touch-Up
1 Buck with Heel Back, Touch-Up
2 Hip Brushes  \[ r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 \]
1 Heel Bounce Sequence (DS, Heel, Heel, Toe, Toe, Heel, Toe, Heel)
1 Hop Touch  \[ l r 1 1 1 r 1 1 \]
1 Flange Step (DS-Flange, Heel, Heel, Flange, Heel, Heel-Up
1 Triple Rock
1 Triple Stomp

Part B
2 Clogs
1 Triple
  Repeat with opposite footwork

2 Swivel Stomps
2 Around The Worlds

Part C
2 Boogie Clogs
1 Chug Donkey
1 Triple Crazy Clogs (DS behind, RS)
1 Brush Forward & Clog Back
2 Kentucky Drags
2 Kick Ins
1 Freestyle Hop (DS, DS, hop back, Touch side)  \[ r 1 r r 1 \]
1 Double Rock-Brush Up (DS, DS, RS, Brush-Slide)  \[ r 1 l r 1 \]
1 Hassler (DS, Touch-Up, Double-Up, Heel-Swivel-Up)

Part D
2 Shuffle Steps
1 Triple Stomp
7 Running DT
1 Rock Stomp (rock way behind)

Sequence:  A, B, C, B, D